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A record-breaking 500,000 plus attended the show

Talking equipment in the sun 

Iron Man 3 
came to the 
Zoomlion 
stand

Boys and
toys....

People everywhere
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With a reported 530,000 visitors
from more than 200 countries,
this year’s exhibition broke all
previous records. Not only in
terms of exhibitor numbers and
exhibition space but it attracted
the highest number of visitors 
and a greater proportion of 
international visitors than ever 
before. Many were hoping that
the show would somehow be the
catalyst to kick start faltering
economies and the success of the
exhibition may go some way 
towards that.  

So many new products were shown
for the first time which is always
wonderful for the industry, indicating
true growth and development. 
However many were prototypes,
made specifically for the show so
that manufacturers could gain 
additional publicity or feedback from
customers. Unfortunately some will
never see the light of day and others
may take several years before they
are available for sale. The positive
thing is that companies are 
investing in new products, 

While the final figures define the success or failure 
of an exhibition, Bauma 2013 was an unmitigated 
success. The most pleasing aspect of the show was
the general mood of optimism from manufacturers,
users and everyone connected with the lifting and 
access equipment sectors.

ma
Best
Bauma
ever!

Crowds
watch the

JCB 
acrobatic

performance

advancing the designs and 
performance and happy for the
world to see just what they are
doing. 

For marketable products there were
so many deals done showing that
while certain markets may be in the
doldrums (Southern Europe) there
are many in Europe and around the
world that are more buoyant. With
so many interesting products we
thought the only way to do it justice
was to use as many pictures as
possible - 10 pages in total. Even
with this amount of space, Bauma is
so big and has so many exhibits
that we are bound to miss some -
so apologies in advance. 

Picking the major highlights is also
tricky…….Liebherr as usual 
dominated the show both with its
stand and range of equipment. 
However almost every crane, 
access and telehandler 
manufacturer had a story to tell and
new products to show. Everyone
played their part to make this the
best Bauma ever!



Bauma always
has some

wierd stands....

Bronto launched a new XR -
extreme reach - range. Two models
were at the show - the 65 metre
working height S 65 XR and the 56
metre S56 XR both on three axles 
although the larger is also available
on a four axle chassis

Cela's Simone Scalabrini with
the DT30 truck mounted platform

Dieci was showing several new 
telehandlers including the 360 degree
Pegasus 40.25 and the 50.21

One of Cormach’s latest updates - the
45000 E9F64ASC which can lift 2420kg
at 10.7 metres and has a 31 metre reach

CMC unveiled its 
PLA250 with 24.8 metres working
height and 220kg basket capacity
on a 3.5 tonne chassis

Atlas loader cranes stand including
the new AK955 A8 with 2.82 tonnes
capacity and 20.6m reach

All new Teupen Leo 21 GT with
styling and features across the
smaller end of the Teupen range Alimak Scando 

650XL with a 3000kg 
maximum capacity

Bocker unveiled its AHK 34-1800 trailer
crane with 34m lift height and 1,800kg max
capacity all in 3.5 tonnes GVW

Another new GSR this time the E210PXJ

As well as its new 68 metre MJ 680, Multitel
had a wide selection of its 3.5 tonne chassis
trucks on display including the new MT
222EX as well as its spider platforms

Bobcat TR 50210 telehandler

Airo has a new
12.1 metre

working height
X12EN 890mm

wide scissor
with 300kg 

capacity

CMC was showing off
its S32 spider platform

Although no major product launches at the show, Niftylift is enjoying
a lot of success with its new lightweight products

Bergmann
tracked dumper
with two Hiab
loader cranes

Chinese manufacturer Mantall
showed several scissor platforms
including this 14 metre XE140W. 
It also has a range of single and
double mast platforms, booms and
truck mounts

Dingli had a
good display
including a
new mast
boom and its
16 metre
working
height
JCPT1612DC
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Bravi Sprint

Although not on display Manotti has
a new 60 tonne ARM 600 Rough
Terrain crane with 35.48 metre four
section boom
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Fassi had many new models 
including its largest loader crane 
to date - the F1950

Welcome bienvenue
willkommen

A Hidrocon loader
crane and cab

H.A.B's 7.8 metre 
S78-8 E2WD electric scissor 
lift which only weighs 990kg

First in a new range of larger Isoli truck mounts - 
the 36 metre PTJJ3627

Galizia Multis 636

Fabio Vercelli-Galizia with the
new all electric Galizia GF25

Flight checks - buckling up 
on the AirEmotion lift...

...take off...

...flying high on the crane lift 

France Elevauteur and its 172 TPF
van mounted platform

Fighting for space above the 
concrete pumps was this Zoomlion
tower crane - the product of its
Jost design purchase

FM Gru showed its 16 tonne 
capacity 26 75CX flat-top tower
crane with operator hoist

Haultotte's production
version of the HT23RTJ

Greek manufacturer GAL exports the
vast majority of its loader cranes Genie's new GTH 5021R

The 18 tonne Yardboss
YB5520 carry-deck
crane joined several
other new cranes on
the Manitowoc stand
including the 60 tonne,
43 metre boom
GMK3060 and two 
RTs - the RT550E and
the RT770E

Expected for 2014 
is Palfinger’s Jumbo NX range which will
increase the working heights of its two,
three and four axle machines.
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Highlighting its history, JLG had this 
refurbished Model 27-32 manufactured 
in 1975 on its stand

Jost JTL 318.16 claims to be the
largest and strongest crane of its
type - 340 tm load moment with 4.4
tonnes at 55m and 16 tonne max load

Hidrocon 45 TRX truck platform 

This Igo M14 prototype was sneaked
onto the Manitowoc stand amongst
the many other new cranes

Hinowa 20 metre Lightlift 20.10
Performance IIIS with lithium
battery or new diesel engine

Holland Lift's 
new general 
manager - 
Thom Sijs.

Ice sculpting on the Jungheinrich
stand

Hungarian manufactured Europelift
TM15T trailer platform with 250kg
capacity and weighing 1890kg

JLG  launched
the Toucan 
12E and the
Toucan 12 plus
with two and
three section
telescopic
booms giving
4.5 and 5.5 
metres of 
outreach 
respectively

Kreitzler's rail
drive system 

integrated on its
8.5 metre 

KIB 08-085 GT
mast boom

Imer has its range of three spiders
including the IM R13 spider - a light
and compact platform with three 
telescopic extension and jib

Part of the Holland Lift stand

The JCB acrobatic show - always
good to watch and attracted 
hundreds at each performance

Iteco 
IT 14220E with

two metre 
extension 

front and one
metre rear

IPAF chief executive Tim Whiteman
announces the launch of a German
version of its MEWP's for Managers
course, with French, Italian, Dutch,
Spanish and Portuguese spoken
courses to follow

Jianxue Zhu, chairman of Chinese
Jianghe Lifting which has a range
of scissors and booms currently 
undergoing CE certification

Hitachi Sumitomo
crawlers including
the 100 tonne SCX
1000A-3 and the 
150 tonne 
SCX 1500A-3

The new Jekko SPX 212 mini crane

Isoli re-entered the large truck
mounted market unveiling the 36
metre PTJJ 36.27 the first of a 
three model range with 48 and 60
metre models to come. Mounted on
an 18 tonne chassis it has 27 
metres outreach



Large and small scissors on the 
H.A.B. stand Tucked away

in one of the
main halls
was a 3.7
metre PE-3,7
push around
lift from
Spanish 
scissor 
manufacturer
Mieve

Jianghe Lifting stand with scissors
and articulated boom platforms Time for brunch

JCB new 535-140 telehandler with
Tier 4i engine. JCB used the show
to launch its new Ecomax powered
Loadalls which save a further
seven percent less fuel as well as
improvements to performance

Kramer 
Allrad 
was 
showing 
this 
platform 
attachment
mounted
onto a 
small
wheeled
loader

Hoeflon dealer
Sankoo was 

showing the new
C4 and C10

Locatelli showed its new Gril 8800T

Magni showed almost its full range
telehandlers

Just the Manitou
280TJ and not 

is smaller sister
the 260TJ

Link-Belt showed off its second
generation six wheel hydrostatic
drive RTC 80100 Rough Terrain
crane with tilting cab and 
onboard extension and inserts for
a 76.2 metre maximum tip height

Linden Comansa had a 3AM640
jib section from its LC3000 series
tower crane with a capacity up to
64 tonnes
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Manitou platform 
and 300kg winch

Many new models 
were shown on the Effer stand

New engines and housing on the
smaller Teupen Leo spiders

Ommelift had a full 
stand with trailer and spider lifts

Jekko unveiled this 990kg 
capacity SPB109CP mini crane

Multitel MJ685 has a
68.5 metre working

height and a maximum
of 35.5 metres outreach

with 120kg in the 
basket. The unit can 

also reach 12 metres
below ground level

No City Boy on the Spierings stand -
production has been put on hold - 
but several other new mobile tower
cranes including  SK1265-AT5 and a
seven axle SK2400-AT7

One of many interesting new 
products from Versalift the 24.5
metre working height VTX 240
mounted on a 3.5 tonne chassis

JLG's new 
X17JPlus and 
X20JPlus 
tracked 
platformsOrmig stand

Palazzani was showing 
this platform attachment 
to one of its wheeled loaders

Oil&Steel's new Compact 2612

P C Produzioni was showing its
new Manotti GDX28 truck
mounted platform

Other new Fassi models included
the F800RA 2.28 - a 69.72 tonne 
metre crane with 20.6 metres reach

Merlo launched its five tonne
Panoramic 50.8 and its four tonne 
Roto 40.18S which offers an 11 
metre lift height at full capacity

Noblift was showing a good 
selection of scissors and booms
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Lots to see on the CTE stand 
including the Zed 20.2 HV with 
variable outrigger positions, 300kg
maximum basket capacity and full
9.2 metre outreach narrow jacked
with 120kg in the basket

XCMG also showed this 70 tonne CE marked RT70E with 43.2 metre boom
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Palfinger P900 - a 90 metre platform
on a commercial chassis

Palazzani 52 metre Ragno 
XTJ 52 spider

Palfinger P200A 
Smart with the P 300 
KS in the background

PB Lifttechnik stand

Platform Basket is having good
success with this railway 
adapted articulated platform

The Raimondi tower crane stand

Saltec launched its two tonne PL20
passenger and material hoist as 
well as a small passenger lift for use
in conjunction with tower cranes

Sennebogen 655E - a 55 
tonne heavy duty cycle crane

Sany exhibited three crawler 
cranes at the show

Paus' new 24.5 metre PTK25
articulated trailer crane has a
maximum capacity of 1,000kg
and a towing bar attached to

the end of the main boom
which minimises the footprint

of the machine

Possibly the 
best way to get around the show

The IPAF stand

The 300 tonne 
Sany SCC8300

Palfinger Italian rental
company Baschier
Rentals has purchased
the first five 20 metre
P200A Smart truck
mounted platforms

Seen by many for the first time the 750 tonne
Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1 has been very popular
since its launch

Raxtar's new heavy
duty RX Professional 
Series transport
platforms which
have capacities up
to 2,500kg on a 
single mast and
5,000kg on a double
mast configuration

ReechCraft's European distributor 
of its PowerLift products Alan 
Russon (L) appointing René Stich 
of Hek & Partner as the new 
Austrian distributor

Palfinger
PK200002 LSH
boom was
probably the
largest at the
show

Ruthmann T 540

R&B showed a new one tonne 
capacity CR174GE previously a
1.7 tonne capacity crane but has
been reduced for CE certification.
The CR335D now has a new fly jib
and searcher hook and 500kg
pick and carry capacity using
these foldaway wheels
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Starts with the
world’s largest
manufacturer
of van & truck
mounted platforms

Built to your unique
specification at our
UK plant.

Delivered from
stock and supported
nationally.

Proven quality
and reliability.

Professional competant
certification.

yourjourney

www.versalift.co.uk

01536 721010
sales@versalift.co.uk

On the far right is
Ferrari's latest 27.9
tonne metre 729
loader crane which is
available with up to
eight extensions

Terex laser show

Sheuerele blade transporter

Tadano ATF 400 bought by 
Davies Crane Hire

Teupen Leo 21GT with 12 metres of
outreach and 250kg basket capacity

Youngman was exhibiting its range of access 
and lighting equipment in the halls

Terex new 5 axle Explorer 5800

Snorkel unveiled two new RT scissors including 
the larger 43ft twin deck  S4390RT

Two Noblift 
articulated boomsRuthmann T720
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The 1,000 tonne LR 11000 slots 
between the 750 and 1350 tonne
models having a 222 metre maximum
lift height. Transportation is made
easier with a maximum width of 3.5
metres and height of 3.2 metres with
individual components. This was
bought by Mammoet

Vertikal guides and magazines The Vertikal Guide girls

That's one way of getting around
the show...

The crane simulator on the Liebherr
stand was proving popular with all
ages The articulated jib Maeda MK1033C

gives good up and over capability
has a maximum lift capacity of
995kg and can lift 200kg to 9.65
metres

The Electroelse stand

The 25 tonne Marchetti CW 25.35
with extendible tracks from 1.9 to
3.3 metres and a 33.2 metre 
maximum boom and jib height

The excellent Manitou stand showing 
off its products and attachments

Terex Quadstar Rough Terrain crane

The halls were filled with component manufacturers - here is JSC Avtokran
which claims to be the only producer of U shaped booms in Russia and the CIS
with a capability of 5,000 per year

The new 60 tonne GMK3060

The Genie SX 180 was kept a secret
until the start of the show. The 180ft
model includes a new rotating jib
and up to 24 metres of outreach

The demountable Time Versalift 
LDT 140 TB on a VW Amarok chassis

Snorkel's new 1030E

Sennebogen had the world premier
of its 70 tonne 673R HD telescopic
crawler with 36 metre main boom
and two fly booms of 8 and 15 metres
giving a maximum of 51 metres

The new HBC radiomatic controller
with screen to view up to three 
different cameras

The Dinolift 185XTS is growing in
popularity

The Geda stand

The first 45 tonne SRSC4535C1 
reach stacker to be manufactured 
at Sany's European headquarters 
near Cologne, Germany

Terex, Sennebogen and 
JCB stands at night
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The ReechCraft PowerLift - its 
European distributor Alan Russon
appointed René Stich of Hek & 
Partner as the new Austrian 
distributor

Unic was launching two new 
battery powered spider cranes on
wheels, this is the one  tonne Eco
095 with enough battery power for
two and a half hours continuous 
operation

Terex Superlift 3800

Zoomlion QAY 260 in
Iron Man Three colours

Iteco scissors from the Easy-Up 5SP
to the new IT 14220E

Klaas trailer crane

Wolff stand with the 166B hydrualic luffer in the foreground

The Kreitzler KIB 25 315 with 315
metre working height and 1000kg
capacity possibly the largest scissor
at the show?

Pega showcased what it is claiming
to be the fastest passenger-material
hoist in the world with the ability to
lift up to 3.2 tonnes 120 metres a
minute to a maximum height of 450
metres

The new 33
metre Platform 
Basket 33.15 
spider

Arcomet Cranes

Wow look 
at that...

Versalift LT-110-TB demountable
platform on the Ruthmann stand

The Magni HTH 30.12 claims to
be the biggest telehandler in the
world with a 30 tonnes maximum
capacity and 11.7 metre maximum
lift height

Jaso unveiled the new
compact J380PA-36t
luffer with 6.9 metre

long counter jib and 3
tonnes at 65 metres.

Also a dismantling
package - the 

J80PAR-8t recovery
crane and J1125 

dismantling derrick
pole.

The variable supporting base from
Liebherr prevents the operator from
accidently or deliberately fooling the
Liccon - LMI - with regard to 
outrigger position or ballast 
configuration



Don’t miss
the UK’s number
one lifting event
the only specialist equipment event for the UK and Ireland

email the Vertikal Team at 
info@vertikaldays.net 
UK Office +44 (0) 8448 155900

www.vertikaldays.net

If you buy, use or have a professional interest in Access Equipment,
Working at Height, Mobile Cranes, Tower Cranes and Loader Cranes,
not to mention Telehandlers then register now for the UK and 
Ireland’s event for lifting professionals – Vertikal Days.

See the latest equipment and services, meet the experts and enjoy 
a day of networking, deal-making and socialising.

...new PASMA village...Lorry Loader workshops...IPAF safety demonstrations...Crane and Access demonstrations...

Haydock 
Park

June 26th &
27th 2013



Just part of the mightily
impressive Liebherr stand
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Enerpac put on an impress display

H.A.B. was showing a new
tracked boom platform

Farasin showed its new FH8.40 telehandler

The 21.7 metre 
working height 

Ihimer Lem 2200

The main exhibit on the Kobelco
stand was the 250 tonne CKE2500G
ordered by international crane
rental company Hovago Cranes

Manitou reinforced 
underground mine basket 
for up to three people

The Glaslift range of 
handlers from Denmark-
based Intellitech

Manitowoc MLC 165 crawler crane

Need a rugged 6x6 chassis -
the Titan Z80-609 F

Liebherr added its biggest MK mobile
tower crane to its range. The five axle
MK140 has an eight tonne maximum
capacity and a 57 metre reach although
this can be extended to 65 metres with
an additional jib head

Moog Staff (including 
production manager Marcus
Rief) entering into the 
Bavarian spirit with 
national dress

Ommelift had a full stand with
trailer and spider lifts

Zoomlion's 35 tonne ZTC 350 mounted on
a commercial chassis for the first time




